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Part 1: Industrial applications of acoustic camera

Acoustic camera is a complex sensor, integrating information received from an image sensor with
array of microphones. It provides noise sources identification in the range 10 Hz - 20 kHz in two
modes of operation: beam-directed and acoustic holography modes. The presentation describes
several interesting industrial applications of sensor for acoustic analysis.

Part 2: Neural Network and Brain activity modeling in cognitive tasks. Eye tracker
data processing

The development of biologically plausible model of voluntary saccadic eye movements of human
during resolving of visual tasks is the main objective in a running project of a team from two
Bulgarian Academy institutions. The presentation concerns preliminary processing of information
receiving from eye tracking sensor and two types if inertial sensors - gyroscopes and accelerometers
in order to compensate head movement in experiments.

Part 3: Neural Network and Brain activity modeling in cognitive tasks. Neural
Network architecture analysis

The development of biologically plausible model of voluntary saccadic eye movements of human
during resolving of visual tasks is the main objective in a running project of a team from two
Bulgarian Academy institutions. An analysis of existing artificial neural architectures is presented in
order to be chosen the correct one for modelling of brain visual tract.
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